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ADHD 

 ADHD is a neurobehavioral disorder characterised by the core symptoms:- 
hyperactivity, impulsivity and inattention 

 2 main diagnostic criteria are used  - ICD 9/10 and DSM IV/V 

 Symptoms can overlap with and/or coexist with other conditions such as 
disorders of mood, conduct, learning, communication and anxiety 
disorder 

 For these symptoms to be significant they must cause impairment in 
multiple settings i.e. home, school, work, social 

 In general symptoms persist into adulthood with varying severity and 
impact 



ADHD treatment 

 Drug treatment should form part of a comprehensive treatment programme 

 Treatment should address psychological, behavioural, educational and/or 
occupational needs 

 Medication –psychostimulants  
 Amphetamine derivatives 

 Methylphenidate 

 Other medications 
 Atomoxetine (Straterra)  

 not WADA prohibited but not 1st line in most countries due to concerns regarding efficacy 
and side effects, therefore NO requirement to trial before approval for above medications  

 

 

 



Therapeutic Use Exemptions for ADHD 

 Some NADOs began granting TUEs for ADHD in 1990s 

 

 Initial concerns meant approval was often granted by some TUECs for 
outside competition only  i.e. ceasing for competition (*only banned in 
competition anyway) 

 

 Many IF TUECs were still not granting TUEs for ADHD in early 2000s 

 

 By 2008 most IF NADOs started granting TUEs for ADHD 



Initial concerns around granting TUEs 
for ADHD 

Clinical diagnosis only - No independent confirmatory tests 
 

Existence of adulthood ADHD - particularly a primary diagnosis after age 18 - does it really exist? 
 

Performance enhancement potential and use of excess medication 
 

Aggressive behaviour whilst on stimulants - Risk to other athletes, officials 
 
Potential cardiac risks of stimulant use during exercise –  
Tachycardia, hypertension 
 

 



ADHD - What has changed in the last 10 
years? 

 Greater acceptance in the general medical community about the existence 
of ADHD as a clinical entity 
 

 Large body of research looking at persistence of symptoms into adulthood 
  
 Diagnostic criteria well established in DSM IV and now further refined in DSM V 

(better defines ADHD symptoms in adulthood) 
 

 Diagnostic criteria now require evidence of onset of symptoms in childhood 
(<12 years) regardless of the age when the official primary diagnosis is made 



ADHD – have our concerns been 
resolved? 

 Research is limited in a sporting setting, but in general 
the literature indicates ADHD sufferers are LESS 
aggressive when receiving treatment with stimulant 
medication (compared with untreated) 
 

 No documented cases in the literature of increased 
cardiac events in athletes on ADHD medication  

 Note: increased general awareness around cardiac screening of 
athletes in the last 5 years 



ADHD – have our concerns been 
resolved? 

 

 ADHD specialists indicate that true ADHD sufferers are 
reluctant to change/vary dose of psychostimulants 
once a stable dosage is established due to 
recurrence/flares of symptoms  
  in general the worst advice is to abruptly cease treatment for a 

competition:- increase in symptoms, potential increase in 
aggression/rule-breaking. 

 an increase in dose can also disrupt symptom control 
 

 



ADHD TUEC guidelines 
How to ensure the ISTUE criteria are met 

 Diagnosis by a specialist in the management of ADHD 

 

 Must have evidence of standard diagnostic criteria applied i.e. DSM IV/V 
or ICD 9/10 

 
 Have evidence of symptom onset before age 12 



ADHD TUEC guidelines 
How to ensure the ISTUE criteria are met 

 

 Athlete should ideally be on a stable dose of medication 

 

 Evidence of other interventions such as psychology, behaviour 
management etc. 

 

 Be regularly reviewed by the same specialist physician (at least annually) 



ADHD – are the NADO/IF/WADA 
guidelines all that different? 

   WADA                     IAAF     USADA 
Diagnosis DSM/ICD              DSM/ICD     DSM/ICD  
  
Opinions  1<18               2 for all     1< young adults 
   2>18*           2 for young adults*
               

Duration  12mths initial Dx                 12 months-letter    
   up to 4 years (estab)         4 years full app 
   annual review              annual review                         annual review 
Other  recommend CVS                  recommend CVS 
                      MSE/other reports 
 
 



TUECs- what to watch for when 
assessing ADHD applications 

 New diagnosis (particularly in older athletes) 
 Suggest: short term approval until medication stable 

 Consider 2nd opinion 

 

 Prn dosing with short acting psychostimulants 
 Best symptom control is on a regular stable dose, ideally with a long acting 

component 

 Suggest: short term approval until dose more stable 



TUECs- what to watch for in ADHD 
applications 

 

 No/scanty evidence of symptoms in childhood 
 Suggest: ask for further information, may be school reports, psychologists etc 

 

 Specialist unsure of diagnosis or consideration of  

alternative mental health diagnosis (can be concomitant) 
 Suggest: request a 2nd opinion 



ADHD and TUEs - Summary 

 Use WADA guidelines to assist in ensuring diagnosis is established 
 

 A long standing diagnosis on stable medication dose  
 low risk. Longer approvals possible 

 

 Recent diagnosis without meeting all criteria, on prn/variable dosing 
 Higher risk 

 Request a 2nd opinion if required 
 Shorter initial approval 



WADA – ADHD Medical Information 
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